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$1. INTRODUClTON

THE GENERAL OBJECT of this series of papers is to give means for computing the groups J(X).
A general introduction has been given at the beginning of Part I [3]. We recall that in
Part II [4] we set up two further groups J’(X) and J”(X); here J’(X) is a “lower bound” for
J(X), and we conjecture that J”(X) is an “upper bound” for J(X). The present paper, Part
III, has two main objects; the first is to prove the following theorem.
THEOREM(1.1). For each finite CW-complex X we have J’(X) = J”(X).
The precise sense in which the groups J’(X) and J”(X) are “equal” is the following.
Both groups can be defined as quotients of &(X), say
J’(X) = &(X)/V(X)
J”(X) = &(X)/W(X).

We shall prove that the subgroups V(X) and W(X) of &(X), although differently defined,
are in fact the same. Therefore the corresponding quotient groups J’(X) and J”(X) are (as a
matter of logic) identical; that is, they are one and the same object.
Theorem (1.1) will be proved in $4. The proof is completely dependent on the existence
of a certain commutative diagram (Diagram 3.1) which is established in $3. This, in turn,
depends on an extension of a result of Atiyah and Hirzebruch [5], which is stated as
Theorem (2.2) and proved in $2.
The proof given in $93 and 4 may also be found in [2]. However, I would like the
present account to be regarded as more complete and final; in particular, Theorem (2.2) of
this paper is to be regarded as superseding Lemma (2.1) of [2].
The second main object of this paper may be explained as follows. We shall show in
Part IV that the image of the stable J-homomorphism
J:n

8m+ ,(w

-

&n+3

is a direct summand. (Here nf is the stable r-stem.) In other words, for the case X = S8m+4
the group s(X) is a direct summand in something else. It is reasonable to ask whether this is
a special case of a result true for some general class of spaces X. The answer appears to be
“yes”, modulo some doubt as to the best way of setting up the foundations of the subject.
This will be explained in $7.
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Needless to say, $7 depends on 46, and $6 depends on $5. In $6 we observe that some,
but not all, elements of ZZ (Z&(X)@ Q,) have the form {p’(x)}, and we essentially give a
k

characterisation of the elements which have this form (Theorem (6.2)). In $5 we establish a
“periodicity” property of the operations Yk (Theorem (5.1)). Besides being used in $6, this
property will be used in Part IV of the present series.
$2. COMPL.ETIONS AND CHARA-

In the present paper we shall sometimes have to work in the completion of a representation ring. This completion has already appeared in [4, $51; we shall recall the details
below. One calculates in such a ring by using characters; in this section we shall explain this
topic, following Atiyah and Hirzebruch [5, pp. 24-271. We shall also set up certain results
needed later. Corollary (2.9) states that an element of a completed representation ring is
determined by its character. Corollary (2.10) is a’technical result needed in $3. These
corollaries follow at once from the main result, Theorem (2.2); this is a slight extension of a
result of Atiyah and Hirzebruch. Much of the proof is obtained by following these authors;
but we are forced to add extra arguments, since we are interested in the real representation
ing as well as the complex one.
G will be a compact connected Lie group, in which we choose a maximal torus T, whose
points are given by complex coordinates z, , z2 , . . . , z, with [z,l = 1 for each r. If A = R or C,
we can form the representation ring K$G); the notation is as in [I]. If 0 E K;(G), then the
character ~(0) of ~9is a bite Laurent series in the variables z, , z2, . . . , z,, , with integer
coefficients. We may identify the ring of such Laurent series with UT); this amounts to
K&T). An element of K;(G) is determined by its character;
identifying x with i* : K;(G) in other words, 1 (or i*) is a monomorphism.
Let S be a subring of C; then we can form K;(G) @ S, If 0 E K,‘(G) @ S, then the
character x(0) of 8 is defined by S-linearity, and is a finite Laurent series with coefficients in
S. The ring of such Laurent series may be identified with Z&!(T)@IS; this amounts to identifying x with
i*@l::i(G)@SKd(T) @ S.
Since S is torsion-free, i* @ 1 (or x) is again a monomorphism.
In K;(G) @ S we take the ideal Z = R;(G) @ S; this consists of the elements whose
characters vanish at the origin. We give K;(G) @ S the I-adic uniform structure and comnlete it: that is, we detine
Comp(K; (G) @ S) = Inv Lim

K,(G)@S

Z4

.

4-m

We will now define the character of an element in Comp (K;(G) @ S). By substituting
zr = 1 + c,, any finite Laurent series in zr , z2, . . . , z,, yields a power-series in cl , Cz, .., , (.
(convergent in a neighbourhood of the origin). An element of Z yields a power-series
vanishing at the origin; an element of I’ yields a power series starting with terms of the
qth order. Therefore an element of Comp (K;(G) @ S) yields a formal power-series.
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More formally, let S[[Cr , c2 , . . . , C.]‘Jbe the ring of formal power-series in cl , c2, . . . , C,
with coefficients in S, and let J be the ideal consisting of power-series with zero constant
, g.]] the J-adic uniform structure. The substitution z, = 1 + 4,
term;wegiveS[[tl,,gz,...
yields a map
x: K;(G)@SSIX,, 12, **’, Cnll,
which is uniformly continuous, since
14 c x-lJq.
By completion we obtain a map
x : Comp(K;(G)

@ S) -

SCCCI,I29

a-* ,

Cnll,

sin=S[Ki,C2, ... . C,]]is its own completion.
This account applies, of course, to the Lie group T, and may be used to identify
S[K,,r,,
**‘, g.]] with Comp (K#‘) @ S); cf. [5,4.3, pp. 26,271. The only significant step
is to check the following proposition; we include an elementary proof for completeness, but
the reader who prefers to refer to [5] may omit it.
F’ROPOSITION

(2.1). The I-adic uniformstructure on Kd(T) @ S coincides with that induced

from the J-adic uniform structure on S[[gl , g2, . . . , [.]I. More precisely, we have

x-lJq E IQ.
Proof. We have already seen that Zqc x-‘Jq; it remains to prove that x”J@ c IQ. Let
L = c s, 2;‘23 . . . z$
4!
be a finite Laurent series such that x(L) E J4. Without loss of generalitywe may suppose that
all the exponents e, which occur are positive ; for otherwise we can replace L by M1 zp . . . ze,
since z{~z~ . . . zk is invertible in s(T) @IS. Assuming that the e, are positive, we may substitute 2, = l+~,andsowriteLasafinitesum
L=Cs;g’1’g4...[$
I
By assumption, all the terms with c gr < q are zero. This displays L as an element of IQ.
?
The central result required for our applications is the following.
THEO= (2.2). If S is a subring of the ring Q of rational numbers, then the I-adic uniform
structure on K;(G) QDS coincides with that induced from the J-adic uniform structure on
mci,cz,
*-*, C,,]]. More precisely, given q there exists r - r(G, A, q) independent of S such
that
x-‘P c I” c f’J4.
The proof is based on an argument of Atiyah and Hirzebruch
require several lemmas.

[5, pp. 24-271; it will

LEMMA(2.3). Let A be afinitely-generated commutative ring; let W be a finite group of
automorphisms of A; let B be the subring of elements of A invariant under W. Then A is a
finitely-generated B-module and B is a finitely-generated ring.
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This lemma is given in [5, p. 24 (iii)]. (I have altered the statement slightly, but the
proof is unchanged.)

COROLLARY
(2.4). K;(G) is a finitely-generated

ring, and &J(T) is a finitely-generated

module over it.

The case A = C is due to Atiyah and Hirzebruch [5, pp. 24-271.
Proof. Since the case A = C has been proved by Atiyah and Hirzebruch, and since we
are mainly interested in the case A = R, we will give the proof for the case A = R.
Let us recall that aG)
is a free abelian group, generated by the irreducible representations of G. These may be classified into three classes. Class (c) contains each irreducible
representation p which is distinct from its complex conjugate p. Class (r) contains the complex forms of real representations. Class (q) contains the complex forms of quaternionic
representations.

Let us now apply Lemma (2.3), taking A to be q(T), and W to be the direct product
r x Z2 , where r is the Weyl group of G and Z2 acts by complex conjugation. The resulting
ring B consists of the elements of Kd(G) invariant under complex conjugation. These constitute a free abelian group generated by the following elements: the irreducible representations of classes (r) and (q), together with the elements p + B, where p runs over class (c).
The lemma shows that B is a finitely-generated ring, and that G(T) is a finitely-generated
module over B. Since B is finitely-generated, we may choose a set of generators consisting of
a finite number of representations in the classes (r) and (q), together with a finite number of
representations p + p. Let the generators in class (q) be q1 , q2 , . . . , q,,,. Let D be the subring
of B generated by the remaining generators, together with the products qlqj; thus D is a
finitely-generated ring. We have D c K;(G), since the representations p -t a and qiq, are
real. Also B is a finitely-generated D-module, generated by 1, q1 , q2 , . . . , q,,,. Since Kd(T) is
a finitely-generated B-module, it follows that s(T) is a finitely-generated D-module, a
fortiori a finitely-generated module over Ki(G). Finally, D is Noetherian and K;(G) is a
D-submodule of the finitely-generated D-module B; therefore K;(G) is a finitely-generated
D-module, and hence a finitely-generated ring. This completes the proof.
We will require one further consequence of the way K;(G) is embedded in Kd(G). As in
the proof above, B will be the subring of elements in Kd(G) invariant under complex conjugation. We set
8: = B A R;(G).
LEMMA(2.5). The ideals B and K,(G) - B define the same uniform structure on B.
Proof. We clearly have g,(G) * B c 13; tie wish to argue in the opposite direction.
Letq,,q,,

+**,q,,, be as in the proof above; we will show that
(B)m+’ c g,(G) - B.

In fact, fl is generated as a B-module by the elements g, - 7,) where g, runs over the
generators of B and 7, E Z is the dimension of gr . Therefore (@m+l is generated as a
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B-module by the elements

If any grl is a generator in Z&(G), then the product lies in g,(G) ’ B. It remains only to consider the case in which every g,, is a generator qj. In this case at least one qj must occur
twice, yielding a factor
(4j - r)2 = 4; - 24,Y + YZ.
Since qj’ and 24j are real representations,
the proof.

the factor (qj - r)2 lies in K,(G). This completes

We now require further lemmas of Atiyah and Hirzebruch.
LEMMA (2.6). Let A, W and B be as in Lemma (2.3). Let .I be an ideal of A such that
WJ = J for each w E W; set Z = J n B. Then J and Z*A define the same uniform structure on
A; more precisely, there exists an integer m such that

J” cZ*A c J.
This lemma is quoted (with minor changes of notation) from [5, p. 25 (iv)].
LEMMA(2.7). Let A be a ring and B a subring of A such that B is Noetherian and A is a
finitely-generated module over B. Let Z be an ideal of B. Then the I-adic uniform structure of
B coincides with that induced from the I* A-adic u&form structure of A.
This follows directly from [5, p. 24 (i)] by taking the modules M, N mentioned there to
be the rings A, B.
COROLLARY (2.8). Theorem (2.2) is true in the special case S = 2. More explicitly, let
Z = I?;(G); then the I-adic uniform structure on Ki(G) coincides with that induced from the
J-adic uniform structure on Z[[& , Cz, . . . , Cm]].

The case A = C is due to Atiyah and Hirzebruch [5 pp. 24-271.
Proof Since the case A = C is due to Atiyah and Hirzebruch, and since we are mainly
interested in the case A = R, we will give the proof for the case A = R.
It will ease the statement of the proof if we make one convention. Let A be a ring, B
a subring and J an ideal in A; then the “J-adic uniform structure on B” will mean that
induced by the J-adic uniform structure on A; that is, it consists of the ideals J’” n B.
LetJcZ[K,,L,
. . . . C,]]be as in the corollary. ThenaccordingtoProposition(2.l),the
J-adic structure on K(T) coincides with the &“)-adic
structure. The same is therefore true
for the structures induced on any subring of Kd(T); in particular, the J-adic and &(T’)-adic
structures on K;(G) coincide.
We now apply Lemma (2.6), taking A to be Kd(T) and W to be P x 2, , as in the proof
of Corollary (2.4). We take J to be &(T); thus Z becomes fl. According to Lemmas (2.6)
and (2.7), the &(T)-adic and B:-adic structures coincide on B, and therefore on any subring
of B, in particular K;(G).
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We now apply Lemma (2.7) to the ring B and the subring K;(G). According to Lemmas
(2.5) and (2.7), the &adic and R;(G)-adic structures on Ki(G) coincide. This completes
the proof.
Proof of Theorem (2.2). This theorem follows from the special case S = Z. Let us use
subscripts to distinguish the ideals which occur in the two cases; thus

Jz = ZCCL L *a*9Lll

J. = XCCI,c2,*--3Lll.
Then we have
J;=

J;*S

and we easily check that
x-‘(Jk)

= (x’‘(Ji))*S.

The result follows.
COROLLARY (2.9).
is monomorphic.

If S c Q, the map x : Comp(KJG)

@ S)---,

S[[& , gt , . . . , C.]]

This follows immediately from Theorem (2.2). It is this corollary which allows us to
handle elements of Comp(KJG) @ S) by means of their characters. The case S = Z, A = C
is due to Atiyah and Hirzebruch [5, pp. 26, 271.
In order to state the next corollary, suppose given two subriogs S c T c Q. Then we
have ideals
I, = &(G) @ S = K;(G) 8 S
Zr = &G)

@IT c KL(G) @ T.

COROLLARY (2.10).Given q, there exists t = r(G, A, q) independent of S, T such that
(K,(G)

8 s) A UT)’ c (W.

This follows immediately from Theorem (2.2). It is needed for the arguments in $3.
53.AN lDJDJTITyBEIWEEN

VIRTUAL REPRESENTATIONS

The object of this section is to prove Theorem (3.2), which is vital to the proof of
Theorem (1.1). The most important part of this theorem will state the commutativity of the
following diagram.
k’(‘Y*-

1)
’ &o(X)

(3.1)

Here the groups are as in [4,051;those in the top row are additive, and those on the bottom
row are multiplicative. In particular, 1 + &e(X) is the multiplicative group of elements
1 + y in &(X), where y E R,,(X); similarly for 1 + &(X) @ Q,, where QI is the ring of
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rational numbers of the form a/l*. The additive homomorphism

kc(Y” - 1) is defined by

k’(Yk - 1)x = k”((Y’x) - x);
thus the 1 in Yk - 1 means the identity function. The existence of the homomorphism ti
will be asserted as part of the theorem. The homomorphism p’ is as in [4, $51. The multiplicative homomorphism b’ is defined by

a1 + Y) =

y’u + Y) .
1

3

+:y

,

I

cf. [4, $61.
TEEOREM(3.2). Given integers q, k and a st.@ciently large integer e (viz. e 2 eo(q, k))
there exists a function
@ = @(q, e) : &oW)

-

1 + &o(x)

defied for C W-complexes of dimension <q and having the following properties.
(1) @ is homomorphic from addition to multiplication, that is, exponential.
(2) $ is natural for maps of X.
(3) The imuge of@(x) in 1 + aso
CDQk is pk(Ex).
(4) Diagram 3.1 is commutative.
We will now give a heuristic plausibility argument for Theorem (3.2). For this purpose
we will abandon the real K-theory and work instead with the complex K-theory, for simplicity. We now argue that in some suitable formal setting we may hope to have
(3.3)

(p’Yy’[)@Ipk = pkL’= (Y’pC) @ p’

In fact, all three expressions are exponential; therefore it is presumably sufficient to check
the result for a complex line bundle 5. Here we have

Therefore

(The last line uses the fact that Y’ preserves both addition and multiplication.) The three
results are equal. We may therefore agree to suspend disbelief in (3.3). Rewriting this
equation, we obtain
p’(Yk - 1) =

Y’p”
_T

.

P
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That is, if x E R,(X), then 1 + y = pkx is a formal solution of the equation

PWk-

1)x =

yv +Y)
1+y

*

Now, this formal solution involves denominators, that is, coefficients in Q,. However, we
can remove these denominators, up to dimension q, by considering
1 + 2 = (1 + y)k*,
where e is suitably large. Raising the equation

+ Y)
pl(Yk- 1)x = y’u
1+ y
to the power k;‘, we obtain
p%yYk - 1)x =

Y’(1 f 2)
1+ z .

This completes the plausibility argument.
We turn now to a rigorous version of this argument for the real case. The “suitable
formal setting” for equations such as (3.3) will be the completion of a representation ring.
Formulae such as
r kl - 1
r-1
will appear when we calculate characters.
In order to state the first lemma, let
cl,, A o CompK

(SO(2h)) @ S)

be two exponential sequences (see [4, $51,just before Lemma (5.9)). We assume that S c Q.
LEMMA(3.4). If&a,)

= &Ii), then am = j?, for all n.

Proof. Suppose that
x6x1) = x(A) = $(L),
where (p({t) is a formal power series in &. Then by the exponential law,
x(a3 = N&(~;z)

. . . Nflk) = x(A).

The result now follows from Corollary (2.9).
We will now apply this lemma. First we observe that (with an obvious notation)

$;o(SO(n))
= K;I(SO(n)).
In fact, any representation
netted. In particular,

y : SO(n)-

O(m) must map into SO(m), since SO(n) is con-

Y’ - 1 E Ki,(S0(2n)).
(Here, we emphasise, 1 means the identity map of SO(2n).) Thus p’ *(Y’ - 1) is defined, and
lies in
Comp(G(SO(2n)) @ QJ.
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Again (see 14, $51) Yr *pkis defined, and lies in
Comp(KX(SO(2n)) @ QA.
Since pk is invertible in this ring, we can define
Y’.p’
g’*pk =7.
P

LEMMA(3.5). Consider the sequences of elements
a, = p’*(Yk - 1)

j?” = #*pk
in Comp(K#O)(2n))

@ Qki). These sequences are exponential, and satisfv x(at) = x(&).

Proof. It is easy to check that the sequences are exponential. In fact, a, is exponential
because (Yk - 1) is additive and p’ is exponential; /I. is exponential because pk is exponential
and 6’ is multiplicative.

It remains to check that X(ai) = &Ii). The virtual representation Yk of SO(2) is the
representation z-2.
By definition, p’.(Y’1) means the element (p’*YL)/p’ of
Comp&(5’0(2))
8 Q,). Its character is given by
(z,)*k’ - (z,)_*k’ (2,)) - (2,)-f
x(‘l) =

@)+k

-

(z,)_*k

‘(z#

-

(z,)_*r*

Of course, this expression is interpreted as a formal power-series in Ci , where z1 = 1 -t Ct ;
see 14, 051.
For any virtual representation

8 of G, the character of Y’ -8 is given by
x(Y%?

= x(@g’

[l, Theorem (4.1) (vi).] Evidently this equation remains true when 8 is replaced by an
element of K;(G) @ S or Comp(Ki(G) @ s). Therefore the character of 8.p’ = (Y’*p’)/p”
is given by

Of course, this expression also is interpreted as a formal power-series in Ct. We have
x(ai) = x(&). This completes the proof of Lemma (3.5).
PROPOSITION

(3.6).

In Comp(K#O(ti))

@IQkl) we haue

p’.(Yk - 1) = $.pk
and
p"(Yk

_

1)

=

y*W”pk)
k-V’ -

Proof. The first assertion follows immediately from Lemmas (3.4, 3.5). The second
follows by rewriting the first.

The element k-“pk lies in Comp(K#O(2n))

@ Qk), and has virtual dimension 1.
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LEMMA(3.7). Given integers n, k, r and suficiently large e (viz. e 2 e,(n, k, r) we have
(k-“&k’

= 1+ x

in

(K&S0(2n)) 8 Qk)/Z’,

where x E i?#O@z)).
Proof. It is clear that if the conclusion holds for one value of e, then it holds for all
larger values of e. We now proceed by induction over r. Suppose that we have found e
such that
(k-“py’ = 1 + x in (Kk(SO(2n)) @ QJZ’,

where x E &(SO(2n)).

(The induction starts with r = 1.) Then in
(%(SO(2n)) @ Q&/Z”

we can write
(k-“#)k’ = 1 + x + k-/y,
where
y E &(SO(2n))

n I’.

(Here we regard K#O(2n)) as embedded in K#O(2n))
(k-n&k*+’ = (1 + x + k-/y>”

@ QP) Now we have

= (1 + x)~ + y(1 + x)“-’

mod 1”

= 1 + z mod Z*‘,
where z E &!?0(2n)).

This completes the induction.

Proof of Theorem (3.2). In what follows, X will always be a CW-complex of dimension
<q. We can thus determine n = n(q) so that there is a (l-l) correspondence between homotopy classes of maps f : XBSO and homotopy classes of maps f : XBSO(2n). That

is, there is a (1 - 1) correspondence between the isomorphism classes of SO@))-bundles
r over X and the elements of R,(X); the correspondence is given by rce> - 2n.
We will now invoke Lemma (3.7), and for this purpose we define an integer r depending
only on q and n. (Thus r depends ultimately only on q.) With the notation of Corollary
(2.10), we set
rl = @O(Zn), R, 4)
r2 = r(SO(2n) x S0(2n),
r = M=(q,

R, q)

rl, r2).

We now employ Lemma (3.7) to choose elements
(@,

o KK(SO(2n))

(02,

E ~KWW))

such that the images of (s”),, , (e”>,, in
(K;(SO@n)) @ Q&Z’.
(Kk(sO(4n)) 8 Q&Z’
are
(k-npL)ko,

(k-*“pqkSL’.
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We can do this for all sufficiently large e (viz. for e 1 eo(q, k)).
We shall use the element (ok), to define the function
ek : R,,(X)

-

1 + Gm.

More precisely, we define
@({<I - 2n) = (es:{&
where r runs over the SO(2n)-bundles. It is clear that this does define a function, which is
natural for maps of X. Since r 2 q, it also follows that the image of P(X) in 1 + R,,(x) @IQk
is p’(L?x).
We shall use the element ($)2n to prove that the function ek is exponential. More
precisely, let x, VJto be the projections of SO(%) x SO(2n) onto its first and second factors.
Then in
Kk(S0(2?4 X S0(2?I)) @ @)/Z ’
we have the following equations.
(@,A

em) = (k-2” pk)ko.(x @ w),

(/c-2”p~k’*(n @m) = (k-“#)%I
(k-“p’?%

@(k-“#)k’.w

We may now apply Corollary
element

@I(k-“j+)“*m,

= (sc);n: @(tQw.

(2.10) with G = SO&)

x SO(&), S = Z, T = &.

The

lies in
[K#0(2n)

x SO(2n)) @ S-J n (Zr)r.

By our choice of r, Corollary (2.10) applies and shows that this element lies in (ZS)q. Therefore this element will annihilate any SO@) x S0(2n)-bundle over X; for since X has
dimension cq, we have (R,(x))q = 0. Let C, r~be SO@+bundles over X; we can apply
the preceding remark to 5 x 0 ; we obtain the equation
<@-I,“%

d3 d

=

m;n

@@km

in Z&(X). From this it follows that the function
SC: R&x)

-

I+ R,(x)

is exponential.
We argue similarly to show that Diagram (3.1) is commutative.
that

in
Comp(K#O(2n))

@ Qu).

Raising this equation to the power k”, we have
d’ke(yk

@(k-“p’)”
- l) = (k-npk)@ *

Proposition (3.6) states
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Thus

in
We will now apply Corollary (2.10) with G E SO@z),
representative

S = Q, , T z Qkr . Let us take a

Y E Kh(gO(2n)) @ QI
for the element
$‘k’(Y

- 1)

in
Then we have
_vE KXSO(2n)) @ s,

W85”
(p)

and

E Gzw(24)~

Y'(i)

y-------”
(e”> o CG(=x24)
n

@ S] f-8(I,)‘.

By our choice of r, Corollary (2.10) applies and shows that this element lies in (ls)q. That is,
we have

in
CKk(SO(24) @ QzllWArguing as above, it follows that Diagram (3.1) is commutative.
of Theorem (3.2).

This completes the proof

$4. PROOF OF THEOREM (1.1)

In proving Theorem (l.l), we shall have to work with square diagrams like Diagram
(3.1). By a “square” S, we shall mean a commutative diagram of groups and homo&phisms
which has the following form.
1
A-B

C-D

We shall call a square “special” if it has the following property: given b E B and c E C such
that hb = ic, there exists (I E A such thatfa = b and ga = c. This is equivalent to demanding
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the exactness of the following sequence:
(h.- 0

(/.e)
A-B@C-D.
By a “short exact sequence

-

s-+s”

O-S’-

0”

of squares, we shall mean a commutative diagram composed of three squares S’, S, s” and
four short exact sequences
O-A’AA” 0
0-B’-B-B”
_I, 0, etc.
LEMMA(4.1). suppose rhat
o-s-

s-s”-0

is a short exact sequence of squares in which S’ and s” are special: then S is special.
Proof. Each square determines a sequence
(k-0

(f.#)
A-B@C-D

which we may regard as a chain complex. We now have a short exact sequence of chain
complexes. This yields an exact homology sequence, which leads immediately to the
required result.
Alterhatively, one may give a direct proof by routine diagram-chasing.
Let X be a finite CW-complex, say of dimension <q. The main part of the proof of
Theorem (1.1) will proceed by filtering X. Let us define F, to be the image of &(X/X’-‘)
in &(X); then for r 2 2 and sufficiently large e, Theorem (3.2) provides us with the following
commutative square.
k’(Yk-1)
b F,
F,

I

etr

l+F,-l+F,@QQ,

(Since Ql is torsion-free,
k(X)

I

P’

a’

@IQ, is an exact functor, and the image of R,(X/X’-‘)

8 Q, in

69 Q, is F, 8 QJ

If we pass to a (restricted) direct sum over k and an (unrestricted) direct product over
Z, we obtain the following commutative square S, (for r 2 2).
I: k*(*)(‘k”‘1)
k

(4.2)

I
1 + F,

n

1

a’

I

$)”

+F,@Qe,>
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More precisely, we obtain this commutative square whenever the function e(k) is sufficiently
large, viz. for e(k) 2 e,(q, k), where q is our fixed upper bound for the dimension of the complexes X considered.
THEOREM(4.3). The square S, displayedin Diagram (4.2) is special.
Proof. We shall prove this result by downwards induction over r. For r = q the result
is trivial. Let us therefore assume as an inductive hypothesis that the square S,,, is special,
and prove that the square S, is special. For this purpose, by Lemma (4.1). it is su5cient to
construct a short exact sequence of squares
O-&+i-Srand prove that the square SJS,,,

S,/S,+

0

1 -

is special.

Since the square S,,, is embedded in S,, it is clear that the required quotient square
exists. In order to establish its structure, let us recall that F;F, c F,,,; thus F,, I is an ideal
in & and F,IF,+1 is a ring in which the product is zero (assuming r 2 1). Besides the
short exact sequence of additive groups
0-F,+,-F,-

FrIF,+ I -

0.

we have also a short exact sequence of multiplicative groups:
l-l+F,+I-

1 + F,/F,+, -

l+F,-

1.

Here the product in the last group is given by
(1 + a)(1 + b).= 1 + (a + b).
Similar remarks hold for the following short exact sequence of multiplicative groups:
l-1

+Fr+1@Q,-

1 +F,@QI-

This shows that the square SJS,,,

FrIFr+,

@‘r/F,+ 1163 QI -

1

has the following form.
zk’C’O(‘+-

q

1+

1)
+ FrIF,+

’

I

( 4.4)

t$*J

Ipp’
pd’
I

I
1 + V’Pr+

I> -

g

0

+

@‘r/F,+

I)@

Q3

The maps of the square S,/S,+, are induced by those of the square S,.

Theorem (4.3) will thus be proved once we have established the following lemma.
LEMMA(4.5). The square displayedin Diagram (4.4) is special.
Proof. The quotient group F,/F, +1 of Diagram (4.4) is isomorphic to a quotient group
of a subgroup of
Ra(xr/x-

‘) = R,( v ST.
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(Compare [4, proof of Theorem (3.1 l)].) Since this isomorphism is given by induced maps,
the operations Yk, pk and ek on F,/F,+, are given by the same formulae that hold in S:
Yky =
a@, r)y
P’Y = 1 + 4k,

r)y

@y = 1 + c(k, r, e)y.

Here the coefficients ~1,b and c do not depend on X or y. To give the coefficients, we have to
divide the cases. Unless r = 0, 1, 2 or 4 mod 8 the group F,/F,+, is zero and there is nothing
to prove. Consider first the case r E 0 or 4 mod 8 ; say r = 4t, t > 0. In this case we have
k2’y

Yky =

pky = 1 + +aZr(k2’- 1)y
@y = 1 + +a2tk’(k)(k2’ - 1)~.
Here the first result is quoted from [l, Corollary (5.2)], the second is quoted from [4,
Theorem (5.18)] and the third is deduced using Theorem (3.2), part (3).
We can now check that the square (4.4) is special for r = 4t.
u, v E F,IF,+, such that
Y”(1 + 0)
for all 1.
p’” = 1 + v
This yields
$a2,(Z2’- 1)~ = (12’ - l)v

Suppose

given

in (F,/Fr+,) @ Q, for all 1. This means that for some exponent f(Z) we have
+a, ,P(P

- 1)u = P’(P

- 1)v

in F,/F,+l (for each I). We may write $a2( = n(2t)/m(2t) where n(2t), m(2t) are coprime and
m(2t) is as in [4,§2]. According to [4, Theorem [2.7)], by taking a suitable linear combination
of the equations we have just obtained, we find
n(2t) t( = m(2t) a.
Since the numbers n(2t), m(2t) are coprime we can choose integers a, b so that
am(2t) + bn(2tj=

1;

now define
w = au + bvE F,/F,+,;
this ensures that
m(t)w = u,

n(t)w = v.

Using [4, Theorem (2.7)] again, let us choose integers c(k), zero except for a finite number of
k, such that
c(k)kNk)(k2’ - 1) = m(2t).
5
Let Q be the element of 1 F,/F,+, with components c(k)w. Then
7 k”“‘(Yk - 1)a = 7 c(k)k’fk)(k2’ - 1)w
= m(2t)w
= u.
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Again,
o = 1 + c $a2,c(k)keCk)(k2’ - 1)w
k

Therefore the square (4.4) is special if r E 0 or 4 mod 8.
We turn now to the case r E 1 or 2 mod 8, r 2 2. In this case every element of F,/F,+,
has order 2, so that
(I odd)
(I even).
We have:
0
(k even)
Y’Ly=
(k odd)
Y

pky= 1 + Y

(ks

eLy=l+y

+3mod8).

Here the second result is quoted from [4, Theorem (5.17)], and the third is deduced using
Theorem (3.2), part (3). The first result is deduced from the corresponding result for
RP”[l, $71 by naturality, according to the pattern of [4, 3.5, 5.17, 6.41.
It follows from this that the map C k’(“(Yk - 1) of Diagram (4.4) is zero, at least for
e(k) 2 1. The map II 6’ is also trivial ;with image 1). The map I: ok is epimorphic.
1

map II p’ is monomorphic.

The

k

It follows immediately that the square (4.4) is special.

1

This completes the proof of Lemma (4.9, and (therefore) of Theorem (4.3).
COROLLARY
(4.6). The following square is special (for su$iciently large functions e(k).)
~k*(‘O(V*

1)

’

Go(X)

1
YP’

(4.7)
Ild’
I

-----~~+~,(X)G~QI

This follows immediately from Theorem (4.3), by setting r = 2.
Proof of Theorem (1.1). In proving Theorem (l.l), we may assume without loss of
generality that X is connected. With the notation of $1, we require to prove that V(X) =

w(-V.
Here we have defined
V-9

= fl Ve, X),
c

ON

THE

where FV(e,X) is the subgroup of g,(X)
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generated by elements of the form

k”‘k’(Yk- 1)x
as k runs over all integers and x runs over &(X). I claim that for e(k) sticiently large (viz.
for e(k) 2 e,(q)) we can obtain the same subgroup FV(e, X) by letting x run over &o(X).
In fact, any element x E &(X) can be written as x = y + z, where y E &o(X) and z is a
linear combination of real line bundles. A real line bundle 5 can be induced by a
mapf: XRP,; from this we see that
2’o’q’(y’k- l)[ = 0
(P

(k even)
(k odd)

- l)C = 0

Thus
kNk)(y’ - l)z = 0
if e(k) 2 co(q),

and hence
k”“,(yk

- 1)x = k”“(Yk

- 1)~.

We have thus shown that for each sufhciently large function e(k) the group FV(e; X) is
the image of the map c kc”‘(Yk - 1) appearing in Diagram (4.7).
k

Again, we have
V(X) = (IJ +$I

6’)(1 + &(X));

see [4, 861. I claim that we can obtain the same subgroup by taking

(IJ+$I 6’)o
+&&N.
In fact, any element 1 + x E 1 + K,(X) can be written in the form (1 + y)C, where
1 + y E 1 + &c(X) and C is a real line bundle over X. By dividing the cases “I even” and
“I odd”, as above, we see that
Y’5
--_=I

in 1+ k(X)

@ Qr

for all 1. Hence
(&l++=(q+l+y)
and

We have thus shown that the group V(X) is the group
(lJ Pq-‘(u

6’)(1 + &c(X))

of Diagram (4.7).
The fact that Diagram (4.7) is commutative
sufficiently large functions e(k). The fact that

now shows that w(e, X) c V(X) for
Diagram (4.7) is special shows that
B
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V(X) c W(e, X) for sufliciently large functions e(k). Thus for sufficiently large functions
e(k) we have W(e, X) = V(X); hence
W(X) = n w(e, X) = V(X).
=
This completes the proof of Theorem (1.1).
$5. A PERIODICITY THEOREM FOR THE OPERATIONS y”
In this section we shall prove Theorem (5.1), which is needed in 96 and in Part IV of
the present series. Roughly speaking, it will assert that Yk(x) is a periodic function of k.
More accurately, it will make this assertion “modulo m”.

We shall suppose that X is a CW-complex such that H*(X) is finitely-generated. We
make this assumption because we wish to apply the results to a Thorn complex, using the
devices explained in [4, $41.
THEOREM(5.1). rf x E K,,(X) and m E 2, then the value of Y,&x) in K,,(X)/mK,,(X) is
periodic in k with period me. Here e depends on X and A, but is independent of x and m.
In this theorem, and below, the statement “f(k)
is periodic in k with period me” means
simply “kl E k, mod me implies f(k,) = f (k2)“. It is not asserted that m’ is the smallest
possible period. In particular, the theorem is true for m = 0 in a trivial way.
The proof will require three lemmas.
LEMMA(5.2). Let s be ajixedpositive

integer.’ Then the binomial coe#cient

k(k - 1) . . . (k - s + 1)

1.2 . . . s+l

’

when taken mod m, is periodic in k with period m’.

This result is of course not “best possible”, but it is sufhcient for our purposes.
Proof. We proceed by induction over s. The result is certainly true for s = 1; assume it

true for s. Consider the summation formula
k(k - 1) . . . (k - S)

l-2 . . . s + 1

I(Z - 1) . . . (I - s f 1)
1*2...s
= IZIG&1

By the inductive hypothesis, the summand
Z(Z- 1) . . . (1 -s
1*2...s+l

+ 1)
’

when taken mod m, is periodic in I with period m’. Let the sum over mS consecutive terms be
a; then the sum over rnS+l consecutive terms is mc, that is, 0 mod m. Therefore the sum is
periodic with period r&r. This completes the induction, and proves the lemma.
LEMMA(5.3). Let C be a real line bundle over X. Then the value of Y:(C) in KR(X)/mKR(X)
is periodic in k with period m.
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Proof. For a real line bundle [ we have

Thus Y’t is periodic with period 2. If m is even, this is all that is required. On the other
hand, 5 - 1 has order 2’ for some t, and so if m is odd 5 - 1 is divisible by m; in this case,
therefore, the mod m value of ‘I!‘[ is constant. This completes the proof.
LEMMA(5.4). Let c be an S0(2n)-bundle (ifA = R) or a U(n)-bundle (ifA = C) over X.
Then there exists an integer e = e(X, A, n) such that the value of Yi{
periodic in k with period me.

in K,,(X)/mK,,(X)

is

Proof. Since H,(X) is finitely generated, there exists q = q(X, A) such that the filtration
subgroup F4 of K,,(X) is zero. We now apply Theorem (2.2), taking S = 2 and G = SO@)
or G = U(n) according to the case. We obtain r = r(n, A, q) such that

x-‘(J?

c 14.

That is, if a virtual representation 6 of G is such that its character ~(0) is small of the r*
order at the identity of G, then we shall have 0r = 0 in K,(X).
We now introduce virtual representations

Q’ of G, fork 2 0, by the following equation.

In the case- G = U(n), A = C the character of Yk is c

(zt)“, and therefore the character

ldtdll

of Qi is
Thus
Q”cE x- ‘(Js.
Since cQ: = Qic, we also have
Q; e x-‘(J”).
We can invert the definition and write
Y:,=Q:+kQ:.+

‘!f .

Q;

+ ... .

Here we only have to take r texms if we wish to work modulo x-‘(.P). With this interpretation, the formula is true whether k is positive, negative or zero; in the case A = C this can
be checked at once by taking characters; the case A = R follows since the Q’s and Y’s commute with c.
We now have

According to Lemma (5.2), the mod m value of each summand is periodic in k with period
m’. This proves the lemma.
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Proof of Theorem (5.1). We recall that since X may be infinite-dimensional, K,,(X) is
defined as an inverse limit. Consider first the case A = C; then an element of this inverse
limit may be represented by a map X -Z
x BU. Since X is cohomologically finitedimensional and BU(n) is simply-connected, this map can be compressed into Z x BU(n) for
some n = n(X). That is, any element of J&(X) can be represented in the form h + 5, where
h E H”(X; Z) and 6 is a bundle with structural group U(n). Since Y’(h) = h, the result now
follows from Lemma (5.4).
Similarly, in the case A = R, every element of K&Y) can be represented in the form
h + < + q, where 5 is a real line bundle and 4 is an S0(2n)-bundle. The result now follows
from Lemmas (5.3, 5.4). This completes the proof.
OF THE POSSIBLE VALUES @X}

$6. CHARA-ATION

Let X be a finite CW-complex, and let x E &,t,(X),
the equation
vk

(6.1)

=

pkix)

yk(l+ y)

y E R,(X) be two elements. Then
(ail k)

l+Y

defines an element
{“I E ,go (1 + R,(x) @ &)a
It is the object of this section to characterise the elements which arise in this way.
THEOREM(6.2). An element

id} E kco(1+ R,(x) 8 Qk)
can be written in the form (6.1) ifand only ij’the following conditions hold.
X be the inclusion map of the 2-skeleton; then i’s E Qk .
(b) v-l = 1.
(c) l+Ykv’ = VL’in 1 + R,(X) @ Q” .
(d) For each prime power pf there exists pe such that the mod pf value of vk is periodic in k
with period p”.
(a) Let i : X2 -

These conditions call for a few comments. Condition (a) states in effect that r? “is of
filtration 3”. For the purposes of this theorem we could equally well have written ‘*i*z?= 1”
instead of Vuk E Q”“; the condition is written in the form given so that it can be applied to
more general sequences vk. Conditions (a) and (b) are of course fairly trivial. Condition (c)
has been stressed by Bott, who calls it the “cocycle condition” [7]. Personally I do not see the
point of stressing (c) without (d), since in the presence of torsion both are certainly neededto
make any realistic algebraic model of the topological situation.
It remains to explain what we mean by “periodic” in condition (d); for on the face of
it, the mod p/ value of vk lies in a group which is dependent on k. More precisely, let us
write K for &(X); then the mod fl value of vk lies in the ring
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However, we have canonical isomorphisms
(K@ Q3/pf(K~Qek)~:(KIp'K)~Q,

=" K/P/K
(

(k f 0 mod P)

0

(k I 0 mod p).

This allows us to identify the rings
(K 0 QJ/P’(K 8 QJJ
W @ QJ/P’G @ QJ
whenever k z I mod p.
The proof of Theorem (6.2) will require three lemmas.
LEMMA (6.3). In Theorem (6.2), the conditions (a), (b), (c) and(d) are necessary.

This is the easy half of Theorem (6.2).
Proof. We note that if two sequences ok, wk satisfy these conditions, so does their
product bti and the inverse of r%. It is now sufficient to check the conditions for pkx when
x is a Spin(8n)-bundle, and for
Yk(l + Y)
l+y
*
Let x be a Spin(8n)-bundle 5 ; we check condition (a). Since Spin(8n) is l-connected, the

bundle i*r over X2 is trivial; thus
i*pke = pki*t = kbm.
Condition (c) is given by [4, Proposition (5.5)]. Now consider the equation
py = l#?Y%#Jl.

This makes condition (b) obvious, since Y’-l is the identity. Also the mod p’ value of
Y“41 is periodic in k with period p’/, by Theorem (5.1) applied in the Thorn space Xc; thus
pkLssatisfies condition (d).
We turn to the sequence
Yk(l + Y)
l+Y
and check condition (a). We note (from the spectral sequence) that &(X2) is generated by
real line bundles and elements of filtration 2; for each of these we have Ykz = z so long as k
is odd; and for k even we have
&r(X’) @ Qk= 0,
since &(X2) is 2-primary. Thus

Yk(l + Y) =1
l+Y

in

1 + &(X2) @ Qk,

proving condition (a). It is easy to check that

Yk(l + Y)
l.+[Y
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satisfies conditions (b) and (c); condition (d) is given by Theorem (5.1). This completes the
proof of Lemma (6.3).
The proof of Theorem (6.2) will be by filtering A&(X) and using induction over the
dimension. To make the inductive step we shall require Lemma (6.4).
We shall assume that Y is a fmitely-generated abelian group, on which operations Yk
and # are defined by the same formulae that hold iu the particular case Y = k,( V s> (compare the proof of Lemma (4.5)). If r = 1 or 2 mod 8, we assume that evey element of Y has
order 2.
LEMMA(6.4).

Suppose that an element
@%n

k#O

(l+Y@Qr)

satisfies conditions (b), (c) and(d) of Theorem (6.2). Then it can be wvitten in the form (6.1)
for some x, y in Y.
Proof: Since Y is a finitely-generated abelian group, we may express it as a direct sum
of cyclic groups Z and 2,.
It is now easy to see that it is suflicient to prove the result for
these summands. This reduces the proof to three cases.
We consider first the case r s 0 or 4 mod 8 (say r = 4t) and Y = Z. Let us write
l+ = 1 + Wk,
where
Wk E

Y

@

Qk

s

&.

In this case condition (c) yields
ok’ ykv’ = 0” \Y’d,
which gives
wk + k2'w'= w1 + Z2'wk,
that is,
(k2’ - 1)~’ = (12’ - 1)~“.
Therefore there is a rational number c such that
3 = (k” - 1)~.
Now there existsf(k) such that kfck)wk is integral; and by [4, Theorem (2.7)], the highest
common factor of the expressions kfCk)(k2’- 1) divides m(2t); therefore m(2t)c is integral.
That is, we may write
Wk=(k;;lf)d
where d is integral.
Now let us write fa2, = n(2t)/m(2t), where n(2t) and m(2t) are coprime.
compare the proof of Lemma (4.5)). We may now set
am(2t) + bn(2t) = 1.
Setting x = bd, y = ad we easily calculate that

This completes this case.

(See [4, $21;
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Secondly, we consider the case r E Oor 4 mod 8 (say r = 4t), and Y = Z,, . In this case
Y@Q,r

(

ifk+Omodp
ifk=Omodp.

Q’

We may therefore restrict attention entirely to those values of k prime to p.
When we apply condition (d), we shall of course take p/ to be the order of Y. Thus
condition (d) asserts that the actual value of ck is periodic with period p8. According to
Lemma (6.3) (for the space X = S), we can suppose g chosen so large that if x is a generator
of E,(s), then the mod fl value of p’(x) is periodic in k, with period pg, and similarly for

Yk(l + y)
l+y

-

(Of course this is also easy to check using the explicit formulae for pk and Yk in S.) Therefore the same periodicity statement will be true for every expression

yko + Y)

P"(X)

l+Y

with x, y in Y. In Y, of course, the periodicity statement asserts that the actual value of this
expression is periodic with period p’.
We now fix attention on a particular value of k. Ifp is odd, we choose k to be a generator
for the multiplicative group G, of residue classes prime top modulo pg. If p = 2, we choose
k to be a generator of the quotient group GJ{ f l}, which is again cyclic.
By [4, Lemma (2.12)], when the fraction
k2’ - 1

m(20
is written in its lowest terms, both numerator and denominator
we can solve the equation

are prime to p. Therefore

8==1+Sz
for a solution 2 E Y@JQ, z Y. As before, we set $xzt = n(2t)/m(2t), um(2t) + bn(2f) = 1,
x = bz and y = az; we easily calculate that
PkW

Y”(I + Y) = d
I + Y

for this particular value of k.
Thus the two expressions
P’(X)

F’(l + Y>
1+ Y

3

“1

agree for I = k. But both expressions satisfy condition (c), which allows us to calculate 8
in terms of ck; thus we see that the two expressions agree for I = K. In fact, using condition
(b) also, we see that they agree for I = f i?. But by the choice of k, the integers + k’ give all
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residue classes prime to p modulo pg ; hence by periodicity, the two expressions agree for all
2 prime to p. This completes this case.
Finally, we consider the case r r 1 or 2 mod 8, Y = 2,.
Y@QQ,z

(

2

In this case

ifkisodd
if k is even.

We may therefore restrict attention entirely to odd values of k. By condition (d), the value
of ti is periodic in k with period 28.
If k and 1 are odd, condition (c) gives
yk. “1 = “kl
Therefore the function ti of k gives a homomorphism from the multiplicative group of odd
residue classes mod 2# to the multiplicative group 1 + Y z 2,. By condition (b), this
homomorphism factors through G,,/{ + l}. But this group is cyclic; so there are only two
possible homomorphisms. We must have
for k E flmod8
fork=
f3mod8

l+= I :+,

where x is one of the two elements in Y. According to [4, Theorem (5.17)], this shows that
l+ = pkx.
This completes the proof of Lemma (6.4).
We need one more lemma. As in $4, we define F, to be the image of i?,(X/,V-‘)
K = &(X).

in

LEMMA(6.5). Suppose given (I sequence

{vk>
E ,?[, (1 + Fr 63Qr)
and suppose that for each prime power p/ there exists p’ such that the value of vi in
(K@ QJ/p/W@QJ
is periodic with period p’. Then for each prime power p’ there exists ph such that the value
ofvkin
1 + (F, @ Q&/p/(& @ Q3
is periodic with period $.
Proof. Suppose given pf.

Consider the subgroup S, of elements x in K,(X) such that
6’~ E F,.

This is an increasing sequence of Z-submodules in the finitely-generated Z-module RR(X),
therefore convergent. That is, there is a t such that x E g,(X) and #(‘+‘)x E F, imply
p*‘x E F
According to the data, there is now an h such that the value of vs in
K@ Qk;>‘““(K@
Q,) IS
’ Periodic in k with period ph. Suppose then that k G I mod $ and
k, 1 are prime to p. We have
d = 1 + k-“wk
V’

=

1 + z-bW’
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for some d, w’ E F, . The periodicity statement gives
_

IbWk

/&,I

=

p/(1

+ 1 lx:

By our choice of t, this gives p/‘x E Fr; that is,

for some x E R,(X) with pJ”+“x f F,.

lbWk- /&’ = p/y
with y E F, . Since k and 1 are prime to p, this gives
k-“,+,k= l-b,,,’
in F,/#F,

. This proves the lemma.

Proof of Theorem (6.2). We will prove by downwards

induction over r that if an

element
{u”>E ,;e (1 + F, @ Qk)
satisfies conditions (b), (c) and (d) of Theorem (6.2), then it can be written in the form
(6.1), provided r 2 3. Here it does not matter whether the periodicity condition (d) is
interpreted as an equation in &(X)/#&(X)
or as an equation in Fr/pfF, , according to
Lemma (6.5). The inductive hypothesis is trivial for r greater than the dimension of X; we
assume it true for r + 1, where r 2 3. Let
k

be an element satisfying conditions (b), (c) and (d) of Theorem (6.2). Then the image of
{v’} in
F (1 + (F,/F,+ I) 8 Qk)
satisfies the conditions of Lemma (6.4). Therefore there are elements x, y in F, such that

yku+y)
I-L+F,+&Qk
1

for all k. (Note that x E R,,,“(x),

+

y

since r 2 3.) By Lemma (6.3) the element

1Pk(X)Yk(l + I
Y)

1

+

y

satisfies the conditions (b), (c) and (d); therefore the inductive hypothesis applies to the
sequence
Yk(l + y) -I
l+ Pk(X) I + y
[
which can accordingly be written
Yk(l + y’)
PkW)
l+y’
*

13

Thus d‘ can be written in the form (6.1) (with x replaced by x f x’, and#imilarly for y).
This completes the induction. Therefore the inductive hypothesis is true for r = 3 ; this
proves that the conditions (a), (b), (c) and (d) are sufficient. The proof of Theorem (6.2) is
complete.
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57. POSSIBLE GENERALISATIONS

The trend of this section can be explained by considering the special case X= S*m+4.
Let zs be the stable r-stem. We shall show in Part IV that the image of the stable J-homomorphism
J:x

is a direct summand.

s,+3(W

-

4,+3

The reason is essentially that the quotient map
J(s8”+4) -

J’(S 8m+4).

can be extended over the whole of &,+s .
It is reasonable to seek for a generalisation of this phenomenon. The generalisation
should state that for a suitable class of spaces X, J(X) is a natural direct summand in L(x),
where L is a functor such that E(S”) = &_ 1 . Unfortunately, I do not feel certain as to the
best way of arranging the details of the construction of the functor L. For this reason, the
present section is written as a tentativeand heuristicexplanation of the phenomena involved.
The construction of the functor L should secure the following properties.
(i) L(X) should be a Grothendieck group generated by equivalence classes of “fiberings”,
in some weak sense.
The senses of the word “fibering” which might be considered include (for example) the
following.
(a) Fiberings which are locally fibre homotopy equivalent to products B x 5’“; see [8].
(b) Hurewicz f&rings
[9, 10, 111.

in which the fibres are homotopy-equivalent

to spheres; see

(c) Suitable CSS-fiberings; see [6].
As stated above, I do not feel certain as to the best choice of details.
(ii) The fiberings considered should admit suitable “Whitney sums” and “induced
fiberings” in order that Grothendieck’s construction should apply.
(iii)
Whitney
‘Whitney
to obtain

Sphere-bundles should qualify as “fiberings” in the sense considered; moreover the
sums and induced bundles which we have for sphere-bundles should qualify as
sums” and “induced bundles” in the generalised sense. We require this in order
a natural transformation
&r(X) -

(iv) The image of&(X)

L(X).

in L(X) should be J(X), up to natural isomorphism.

For practical purposes, this means that the equivalence relation used in constructing
L(X) must be fibre homotopy equivalence.
(v) The functor L(X) should be a representable contravarient functor; moreover, the
representing space should be essentially that constructed as follows.
Let H,, be the space of homotopy-equivalences from S” to S”. considered as a monoid
under composition. Let BH,, be its classifying space (under some interpretation of this
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By suspension we define an embedding H,H,,,
BH,, B-H,,+,
. Set BH = Lim BH,, and take the space Z x BH.

phrase).

, whence

a

map

n-+m

(vi) The “fiberings”, “Whitney sums” and “induced fiberings” employed in the con-

struction of L(X) should retain sufficient of the cohomological properties of their classical
counterparts, in respect both of ordinary and of extraordinary cohomology theories.
This is necessary in order that we should be able to define cohomological invariants of
these fiberings, according to the pattern introduced in Part II.
Let us assume that with some arrangement of the details, we can secure what has been
indicated above. The whole of the rest of this section will depend on this assumption,
although I will not bother to write every sentence in a conditional form. However, I will
not call the results “theorems”, since the underlying assumptions have not been stated
precisely enough. Of course it would not be hard to drag every assumption out into the open
and give it the status of an axiom; but the result might be somewhat tedious to read.
We will now consider the set of “fiberings” whose Thorn pairs can be oriented over the
cohomology theory Kh .
EXAMPLE(6.1). Zf H*(X; Z) is torsion-free, then every “jibering” ( over X is orientable
over the cohomology theory Kc.

For the Thorn space Xc of e will also be torsion-free;

hence the spectral sequence

H*(Xc ; K;(P)) =a K;(X’)
will be trivial; therefore the required orientation will exist.
A similar argument will work if H*(X; Z) is even-dimensional.
The condition of “orientability over K,,” is invariant under fibre homotopy equivalence,
and even under stable fibre homotopy equivalence; it is inherited by induced fiberings; if
two fiberings admit orientations, we can put the product orientation on their Whitney sum.
(This assumes that the details chosen for “Whitney sums” and “induced fiberings” allow
one to draw the usual diagrams. (See (vi) above.))
We now introduce the subgroup L,,(X)

of L(X), generated by f&rings orientable over
invariants, such as p”, are defined
on such fiberings. More precisely, given an orientation u of 5: over KR, this determines a
Thorn isomorphism 4 in K,-cohomology.
It thus determines
KR and of dimension divisible by 8. Our cohomological

p’(5) = &-‘~“~I.
However, if y E RR(X), then we can replace u by +(p*(l + y))u; this changes ~~(0, multiplying it by
Yk(I + Y)
l+y
.
The classes pk&satisfy formulae such as
pk(t @ ‘1)= pkr. Pktl
Pk(f ‘0 = f “(P‘O
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up to the relevant indeterminacy
Y’(l + Y)
We can therefore define our invariant p = n pk on LOa(X) so as to be exponential.

More

Precisely, let k* + R,(X) @ Qk be the set 0; elements in K,(X) @ Qk of the form k* + x,
where f e 2 and x E RR(X) @ Qk. This set is a multiplicative group. Let us define a map
S:1+13,(X)60 + y) =

JYkC1
+y’)
l+y

’

as above. Then we can define p so that its values he in the cokernel of 6.
We will next prove that the image of the map p is no larger than it would have been if
we had used only classical bundles, instead of more general fiberings. The proof uses
Theorem (6.2), which was introduced for this purpose. More precisely, suppose given an
extraordinary fibering 5 of dimension 8n over A’, and an orientation u of the Thorn space
X’. We will show that the sequence
p”t=+-‘Ykd,l
satisfies conditions (a,), (b), (c) and (d) of Theorem (6.2).
In fact, the proofs that conditions (b), (c) and (d) are necessary (see Lemma (6.3) and
[4, Proposition (5.5)]) are purely cohomological; therefore these proofs remain valid when
we consider extraordinary fiberings. Thus the sequence pk< satisfies conditions (b), (c)
and (d).
It remains to give a new argument for condition (a). We observe that if r has an orientation u over KR, then this yields an orientation h over H*( ; Z) such that Sq’h = 0 and
Sq’h = 0. (The second assertion follows by considering the spectral sequence
H*(Xt ; K;(P)) * K,*(X$
since Sqz is a differential in this spectral sequence.) It follows that the Stiefel-Whitney
classes wr(T) and ~~(5) are zero. Now we observe that the embedding BO BH induces
an isomorphism of x1 and x1 (both groups being Z,). Therefore extraordinary fiber&Is
over 2-dimensional complexes are classified by w1 and wz , as in the classical case. Thus if
i : X2X is the inclusion map, i*t is fibre homotopy trivial. It follows that
pk(i*{) = k4”

,

Yk(l + Y>
l+y

-

But in proving Lemma (6.3), we have shown that

Yk(l + Y> =

l

in

1 + &(x2)

l+Y

Thus i*pk< = k4”, which establishes condition (a).

@ Q,.
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Theorem (6.2) now shows that if x E z,,(X),

then there exists x’ E &,JX)

221
such that

p(x) = P(x-7.
This completes our argument about the image of p.
We will now show that the phenomenon which we have observed for Sam+4 generalises
to any space X such that (i) J(X) = J’(X), and (ii) every extraordinary fibering over X is
orientable over I&.
In fact, if condition (ii) holds we have the following commutative diagram.

The image of R,(X) in &X) is J(X). If condition (i) holds, then J(X) is a natural direct
summand in E(X).
This certainly succeeds in providing an acceptable generalisation of the case X = Sam+‘.
However, it must be pointed out that there are many spaces X which do not satisfy condition (ii).
For suppose we confine attention to spaces X satisfying condition (i) and (ii). Then
J(X) is a natural direct summand in L(X), and L(X) is an exact functor; therefore J(X) is
exact. But this is not true for general spaces X, as may be shown by the following example.
Consider the cofibering

s4 -

s4 -4

S4ufe5,

where f is a map of degree 24. Applying the functors R, j we obtain
24
z-z-o,
0
z 24

-

z24

-

O.

The last sequence is not exact.
In this example, both spaces satisfy condition (i) and S4 satisfies condition (ii); thereforeS%,e’ doesnotsatisfycondition(ii).
We note that for the space X = S4ufeS, H*(X; 2)
is neither torsion-free nor even-dimensional (see (6.1)).
An alternative line of argument is to point out that extraordinary f&rings (such as
must be used to construct L(X)) have greater freedom to be non-orientable over KR than
sphere-bundles have. This may be shown by the following example.
We know that every sphere-bundle over S”’ is orientable over KR , provided m > 2. If
we translate this into terms of ni- I , it states that every map I: S”+“- S” which lies
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in the image of J induces the zero homomorphism

of R*, (provided m > 2). On the other
hand, for m = 3 the map 19 (which is not in the image of J) induces a non-zero homomorphism of kFR; and we shall see in Part IV that the same thing is true whenever m s 2
or 3 mod 8 and m > 2.
This second example tends to indicate that the question, “When is an extraordinary
fibering non-orientable over KR7” can sometimes be answered by quite simple invariants
defined using KR . Indeed there are some grounds for supposing it to be a less subtle question
than those with which we have mainly been concerned.
In both examples it happens to be true that J(X) is a direct summand in L(X) (though
not by a natural map or for a general reason). It would perhaps be interesting to look for an
example in which J(X) is not a direct summand in L(X).
This completes our discussion of the extent to which we can hope to generaiise the case
x = ssm+4.
Department of Mathematics,
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